Elgin Butler Company’s ceramic glazed Quik-Base System is the ideal cost-effective solution for the base course of your walls. From harsh chemicals to power floor cleaning equipment, no other masonry product withstands more abuse than Elgin Butler’s impervious structural base system.

“[The Elgin Butler Quik-Base System] provided an economical and durable wall base that will achieve long-term savings in maintenance costs for our client.”

– Steven L. Daylor, AIA
PBK

**BENEFITS:**

- Easy to clean
- Scuff-proof
- Scratch-resistant
- Impact-resistant
- Affordable alternative to rubber/vinyl
- Durable alternative to thin ceramic tile
- Resists most chemicals
- Fireproof
Quik-Base
Product Information

- Nominal face dimension; height 4” x length 16” with thicknesses in 4”, 6” and 8”
- Stretchers finished on one face (or both faces on 6” or 8”)
- One trade installs the wall and finish in one E-Z step
- Type N or S mortars
- Available in a variety of colors

**SPECIFICATION**

Quik-Base structural clay masonry units with fired-on (2000°F) ceramic glazed finish shall be manufactured by Elgin Butler Company and shall conform to ASTM C-126, Elgin Butler’s Standard-Run Grade, sized for 3/8” mortar joints. The face size shall be 3-5/8” height x 15-5/8” length with thicknesses of 3-5/8”, 5-5/8”, and/or 7-5/8”; glazed one face (or both faces 6” and 8”), as shown on plans. Corners shall be bullnose (or square). Colors from Elgin Butler’s current standard offering. Units shall be shipped in manufacturer trays with separators on wooden pallets.

All Quik-Base (QB) unit stretchers available as glazed finish on one face (or both faces 6” and 8”); also available with the vertical reinforcement (VR) coring or without (standard, unless otherwise noted).

Outside corners also available as square.

Discuss with manufacturer current coring sizes if critical element.